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VAT POLICY DESIGN
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VAT Policy Design Sets the scene

• Base—scope of consumption coverage… or not?
• Place—where consumption takes place? 
• Threshold—scope of taxpayers’ coverage?
• Method—which approach to value added?

– Treatment of excess credit—Refunds - carry forward - offsetting? 
Exporters - capital goods - exempt activities?

• Rate—how many?

A tax on consumption, but how?… Policy pillars
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Policy choices matter for administration…Ideal: 
A broad- and destination-based VAT, calculated through 
the credit-invoice method with single rate and an 
‘appropriate’ level of threshold.



VAT Policy Design Matters

• Base—multi stages but several countries with too many 
exemptions, beyond the standard ones

• Place—destination principle, the general choice: VAT on 
imports/exports VAT free (zero-rated), but z-r beyond exports 

• Threshold—too low thresholds in many countries
• Method—invoice-credit and accrual (self-enforced), the choice in 

most countries
– Treatment of excess credit—all options, but some excessive accumulation 

• Rate—multiple rates widespread in some regions

But,… policy choices have been mixed…
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On top, globalization/digitalization of businesses—multiple 
cross-border transactions,… and digital
 A complex and challenging environment for VAT 

administration…



UNDERSTANDING COMPLIANCE –
NONCOMPLIANCE
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Business and tax compliance cycles
• Several activities by entrepreneurs to undertake businesses

Idea 
Project  
Entrepreneur
ship  A 
new business 
is created

Getting 
funding, 
purchasing
inputs, hiring 
people, 
selling 
products or 
services

Determine if 
business is 
profitable or 
not; so 
accounts 
have to be 
made

In interaction 
with other 
businesses
other 
liabilities 
arise—e.g.
withholding 
taxes.

Commercial 
transactions 
and other 
activities
(employer) 
involved 
taxes 
applied

Modification 
in business 
occurs—e.g. 
changes in 
location, 
expansion,, 
etc.)

Business is 
not viable and 
needs to be 
brought to an 
end. 

• A business cycle used to establish the tax system
Requiring to  
apply taxes, 
issue/require
invoices & fc 
receipts, and 
other tax 
docs

Requiring to 
keep proper 
records of 
accounts—
e.g. book of 
sales & purch 
balance 
sheets

Requiring to 
provide third 
party 
information 
and other 
obligations

Requiring to 
declare and 
pay taxes—
e.g. VAT 
and other 
income taxes

Requiring to 
update the 
register

Requiring to 
register for 
VAT and 
have a TIN

Requiring to 
terminate 
the 
business to 
avoid 
continuing 
tax liabilities
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• Creating a taxpayer compliance cycle along the business cycle 
 So, how it is done matters to minimize burden to taxpayers 

and maximize tax compliance



Understanding taxpayer segments
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Understanding taxpayer segments
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• By industry…
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Understanding taxpayer behavior
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Understanding taxpayer behavior
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• The attitude to comply…
– The taxpayer line or pyramid of compliance

Will not 
comply

Do not want to 
comply

Try but don’t 
always succeed

Do the right 
thing

Conventional wisdom But, if it were like this?



Measuring VAT noncompliance
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• By economic sector, among other criteria…

 In summary: Developing a thorough understanding of VAT 
compliance and noncompliance; and VAT revenues at risk



VAT COMPLIANCE
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VAT key taxpayers obligations

• Registration—liable taxpayers must register
– Deregister—inactive should ideally deregister (terminate business)

• Invoicing—lawful and in all transactions
• Keeping records—complete, all sales and purchases
• Filing return—timely and accurate

– Clamming refund—legitimate claims

• Payment—timely and in full

Made the VAT policy choices… compliance pillars
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And… in most countries taxpayers should comply voluntarily
with these legal obligations (principle of self-assessment).



Mixed compliance 

• Registration—not all that should, but too many voluntary registrants
– Deregistration—some resistance

• Invoicing—non issuing, fake invoices, carrousel fraud; pervasive 
problems in some countries

• Keeping records—sales suppression, purchases over-reporting 
(excess input), misclassification with multiple rates/exemptions  

• Filing return—inaccurate and on-time filing far from 100 %
– Claiming refund—fraudulent refund claims a big risk to revenue

• Payment—being in arrears, sometime a too common behavior

Although no systematic information (difficulties with tax gaps 
and RA-FIT), some evidence indicates that meeting legal 
obligations has been mixed…
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 So, compliance is not always voluntarily and self-enforcing 

method not always work



Diverse responses

• Massive VAT registration campaign
• Cash registers
• New reporting requirement
• Massive cross-checking of invoices
• Increasing coverage of VAT audits
• Lotteries of invoices and/or final consumption receipts
• E-invoicing
• Reverse charge
• Tax discounts across taxes
• New assessment powers
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Multiples initiatives,… results has been mixed…

… also with mixed results to address VAT revenue risks
 Some are implemented in isolation; not as part of a 

overarching strategy



MANAGING VAT COMPLIANCE
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A holistic approach to VAT Administration

• A well-designed and managed system of self-assessment—universal 
education and risk-based compliance management. Self-assessment—
including self-enforced feature—has proved challenging with VAT

• Streamlined VAT procedures and systems—registration, invoicing, record 
keeping, filing, and payment

• Service oriented approaches—voluntary-compliance enabler.

• Risk-based audit and other enforcement programs—targeting tax 
system greatest risks

• Accessible and efficient dispute resolution—solve disagreements in a 
fair and transparent manner 
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Prioritizing a systematic and synergetic approach to core 
VAT administration operations



A holistic approach to VAT Administration

• Efficient organizational structure and staffing arrangements—strong 
HQ; function-based; streamlined field operations; taxpayer 
segmentation; and properly staff.

• Effective management arrangements—governance and accountability 
to promote performance

• Extensive use of digital technologies—on line tax compliance cycle and 
enabler of risk-management (including massive cross-checks) and big-
data analytics

• Modern HR management practices—promote high performance, 
integrity and professionalism
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…as well as to VAT organization, management and governance

…and crucial to continue to pursue
• A proper legal framework for VAT administration—well-designed VAT 

law and procedures; key determinants of VAT effectiveness.



To deliver effective VAT compliance

• Educating for compliance: through timely provision of information 
and services that facilitates taxpayers understanding of tax laws, 
regulations, tax administration processes, and taxpayer obligations.

• Facilitating compliance: by ensuring processes to make it easy for 
taxpayers to comply with their obligations across the whole tax 
compliance cycle, from registration to termination of businesses.

• Enforcing compliance: by adequate enforcement processes to deter
noncompliance, entailing clear consequences for noncompliance, 
proportionate sanctions where there is evasion or fraud and timely 
recover of tax arrears.

• Resolving disputes: Accessible tax dispute and appeal processes to 
solve disagreements between tax administration and taxpayers in a 
fair and transparent manner. 

…and ensure that these VAT administration pillars achieve 
the highest level of compliance with the VAT law by:
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RISK MANAGEMENT AS A TOOL
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Analyzing risks—Criteria 
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Identifying, assessing, and prioritizing risks to VAT 
revenues are crucial to guide targeted strategies and 
improve VAT performance  
• By different criteria:
 By compliance pillar
 By taxpayer segment
 By industry
 Etc.



Analyzing risks—Assessing impact
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An approach to assessing revenue risks…



Applying Compliance Risk Management
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A structured framework from ATO

 But strength of core operations are key success factors of 
compliance strategies
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